The reactions that can occur on organic materials treated in plasma enviorement are strongly affected by surface temperature, thus the sharp determination of this variable is extremely important to process control. In situ temperature measurements are often employed; however, the measured point is generally under the treated surface. If in metallic materials the high thermal conductivity minimizes this problem, in non-metallic materials processing it becomes important, because its thermal resistivity besides a high sensibility to small temperature variations. The present work uses a simulation tool to extract thermal data on Ar+O 2 RF plasma processing of Stearic Acid. Experimental data were obtained by thermocouples placed inside the samples. The extrapolation of surface temperature was performed by numerical simulation with Autodesk CFD software v.15.1. Results show that the temperature of the surface reaches values higher than the ones measured inside the sample holder. This difference of temperature is in good agreement with the visual observation of the phase transformations in the treated material, showing a simple and valuable tool to better control of plasma treatments.
Introduction
It is already common knowledge, by thermodynamic laws and Arrhenius equation, that the material's temperature influences its reactivity with the environment, either in kinetic form (reaction rate), in the form of activation energy (heat required to allow the beginning of a reaction) 1 , surface temperature for processes like etch rate 2 , deposition rate 3-5 , or polymerization 4, 6 of the materials exposed to plasmas. However, there are cases in which is necessary to avoid the occurrence of specific reactions by controlling the reached temperature on materials surface, such as in food sterilization processing that degrades the flavor in higher temperatures 7 , controlled solidification 8 , precipitation of unwanted second phases in metal alloys, grain growing, and phase change in ceramics 9 . Therefore, many works were conducted with techniques that would allow the measurement of this variable in surface treatments, especially in plasma systems.
In cleaning and degradation plasma processes, where specific reactions of organic compounds depends on the temperature 10, 11 , the correct analysis of this variable is very important. Previous works found that when stearic acid heats due to reactions with plasma, it melts and this leads to many undesirable effects, such as the formation of resistant compounds and boiling. It has already been evidenced that in relatively high temperatures (313 K) 12, 13 , even when the material begins in the solid state, functionalization reactions becomes more important than degradation, leading to polymerization processes. On the other hand, treatments at lower temperatures (273 K) lead to high mass loss, where the possible by-products of functionalization are removed in degradation processes 10 . On most studies of plasma degradation, the temperature measurement was obtained by a thermocouple, which is placed into the sample holder or into the sample itself. However, the exposed surface reacts with the plasma active species and could reach higher temperatures than those measured. Also, simply placing the tip of the thermocouple exactly on the surface is not an efficient method because plasma species could interact with the metallic tip, heating it more than the sample 14 . Knoerzer 7 examined many different temperature measurement techniques like thermocouple, resistance thermometer, thermal-paper (also found in 15 and 16 ), autoclave tape and a fiber-optic sensor. Among all these techiniques, he found that fiber-optic system was a reliable method since it did not suffer from the heating effect of charged particles from the discharge. However, some plasma reactors do not allow the easy placement of this kind of fiber inside the chamber.
Galvão 17 and Leal 18 have extrapolated the surface temperature of a steel AISI M35, analyzing its microstructure and hardness along the thickness of this metal exposed to plasma. They concluded that on a microlayer of surface material, the temperature could be more than 100 K higher than the bulk.
Salter and Amiel 19, 20 have used infrared cameras to analyze the surface temperature of materials treated under special plasma and laser conditions. Salter 19 observed that the desorption of organic molecules over a Si subtract are temperature-dependent, which is related to its own vapor pressure. Amiel 20 observed that the measured surface On most systems, the use of thermocouples to measure temperature inside a subtract is acceptable due to a good heat conductivity of the subtract and the simplicity of setup. On the other hand, when the heat conductivity of treated materials is low, as in polymer and other organic molecules processing, simply using a thermocouple inside a substact holder is not enough because these materials are very sensitive to small temperature variations on its surface.
Previous works on RF discharge by Farias
10
, DC and after-glow by Bernardelli 12,22 and Mafra
13
, used thermocouples inside the crucible and inside the sample, respectively. However, since reactions between sample and plasma generated species happen on the surface and the sample has a thickness of about a few millimeters, at least at the beginning of the treatment, there should be a delay on temperature measurements. Therefore, the present work present a way to achieve a most accurate value of surface temperature, by combining the thermocouple measurements into the sample and numeric simulation of the temperature at plasma-sample interface.
Materials and Method

Experimental setup
The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 1 . Figure  1a shows the plasma reactor, which consists of a borosilicate tube with 34 mm inner diameter, 650 mm length and 2 mm thickness. The plasma is generated by a copper coil with 9 turns, connected to a radio frequency power source Tokyo Hi-Power, RF-300 model (and a matching box model MB-300), with a frequency of 13.56 MHz, which was used with the fixed power of 50 W (400 V peak-to-peak). The atmosphere is composed by a gas mixture of Ar-10vol% O 2 flowing at 750 sccm at pressure of 1.5 Torr.
A temperature control system [1] (TCS) consisting of water recirculation (pumped at 95 L/h), covering 110 mm of the discharge tube length, was used. The sample holder is made of poly-tetrafluoroethylene, and its design and dimensions are shown in Figure 1b . A 4 mm deep fitting groove is provided to place the sample. The curved face of the sample holder is shaped to allow good coupling between the sample holder and the glass tube. The work material was 95% pure Stearic Acid (S.A.), because it is a standard molecule to plasma degradation studies. It was placed on the sample holder in a molten state, until a small amount was above the surface. When solidified, the excess of S.A. was scraped with the aid of a metallic blade, to produce a flat surface. Due experimnental setup, it is not possible to move or visualize the sample during treatment as in many other plasma reactors. However, this material has a melting point at 341 K that will be used as a temperature indicator.
The thermocouple (Type K) can be placed at two different positions, always at 7 mm above the base of the sample holder (in central line), and penetrating the sample holder approximately 12 mm, from the front or back sides. Due to RF field of plasma source, there was some interference in the thermocouple measurements. These were observed as a constant increase in reading value while the RF source remained on. After several adjustments in the configuration, position and electrical insulation of the equipment, the increment was reduced to differences smaller than 2 K. After each experiment, when the RF source was turned off, the value of the difference in the temperature reading was noted and used to correct the data.
The sample holder was placed in the central position of TCS in all experiments. The model used for the simulation corresponds to a section of 10 mm length of the front and back positions of the sample holder, with the glass, as shown in Figure 1c .
Each experiment was repeated four times, and the error bars are calculated as a confidence interval of 95%.
Experimental and simulation setup
The parameters of the experiments can be seen in Table 1 . In order to determine the contact resistance between the sample holder and the discharge tube (Condition 1), a sample was placed initially at 293 K in the central position of TCS, and the pressure was reduced to 0.01 Torr to inhibit thermal exchanges other than conduction. Heat exchange by radiation was not considered in this system due to the low temperature differences between sample and the TCS, and the short time for cooling or heating. In these experiments, the TCS contained water at temperatures of 273 and 313 K (for heating and cooling, respectively) and the evolution of the sample temperature was recorded every 1/3 minute until stabilization. Simulations have shown TCR values of 0,007 and 0,013 K.m/W, for heating and cooling, respectively.
To begin the experimental analysis (Condition 2), the temperature of the sample was controlled at 273, 293 or 313 K (stabilized for 30 minutes under vacuum), considering these values as the initial temperature. After that, the plasma was turned on and the temperature was measured at every 20 second up to 12 minutes of exposure. Because of different behaviors in the front and the back of the sample, analysis was made on both positions and the results were discussed. After the measurements, simulations were carried out, beginning from a system without heat generation on the surface, and by trial, adding heat generation values on the surface to fit the simulated curves to the experimental results.
Using the boundary values, heat generation on the surface, TCR and different initial temperatures (273, 293 and 313 K) obtained under Condition 2, the temperature curve on the surface was extracted.
The values obtained are validated by two methods. First, since the melting temperature of S.A. is 341 K, when the surface reaches this value, melting spots should appear on the surface. To observe these physical changes in the samples, a series of experiments were made, removing the samples from the reactor after 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 minutes of treatment, for each initial temperature.
The second approach to validate the simulation was the analyses of the temperature at two positions of the sample. Thus, a second thermocouple was placed inside the SA sample and the temperature profile was measured and simulated. Table 2 lists the properties of materials used for the simulation. than the back position to all respective onset temperatures. The highest heating on the front position was 26±3 K, while on the back position, it was 13±2 K. This difference could be related to a higher consumption of reactive species at the front position, leaving a lower concentration to interact with the surface at the back position, according to the gas flow. The temperature at the front position of the sample with onset at 313 K showed values almost equivalent between minutes 4 to 6 of treatment. It can be attributed to the sample melting in a position close to the thermocouple. If the SA properties are considered, Falleiro 25 has shown that melting temperature of this substance is almost constant in relation to the pressure inside the vacuum chamber. On the other hand, Belmonte 26 have observed the melting of hexatriacontane and stearic acid samples exposed to Ar-O 2 afterglow and, under his conditions, melting was attributed to physical-chemical transformation reactions leading to changes in the nature of the sample. Indeed, these transformations also occurs in the present work, as will be presented later.
Material data
In almost all cases, it takes approximately 2 minutes to increase the temperature of the thermocouple in 2 K. However, as it will be seen later on this paper, this amount of time is enough to produce molten material with onset of 313 K, as indicative of a considerable higher surface temperature and/or structural and chemical transformations of the sample with the plasma exposition.
To highlight small changes in the heating process that are not clearly visible in a temperature vs. time curve, derivative of temperature with time was used to reproduce the experimental measurements, visible at Figures 2 (b) and (d). In a thermal system based on conduction with heat generation, the existence of different profiles of heating rate (dT/dt), during the treatment, indicate the occurrence of different phenomena or change in heat generation. To the sample at onset of 273 K, in both front and back positions, the heating rate rapidly increase until it reaches a maximum value at approximately 3 minutes of treatment, decreasing slowly after that.
In an ideal system, if no physical-chemical modifications occur, a constant temperature profile could be reached after a long time of treatment, and the heating would reach dT/dt=0. If on the back position this tendence is observed, in front position, from 6 to 10 minutes of treatment, the heating is almost constant. It means that something had changed on the surface and more heat is being produced at this point. This behavior could be related to the own heating of the sample, which favors the reactivity and, therefore, it increases the heat generation and transfer.
At 293 K, there is also a rapid heating at the beginning, but it lasts until 4 minutes on the front position and until 2 minutes on the back. At the front position, there is a peak of heating that last only a few seconds. Since this event happened to all samples under this condition at the same period, this outlier point was considered on the simulation. Two possible explanations were found to account for this behaviour. First, Bernardelli 12 showed that atomic oxygen
Boundary conditions and considerations
All simulations were performed using a simple transient thermal conduction model with contact resistance between sample holder and glass, at Autodesk CFD simulation software, version 15.1. This software uses a model called Compact Thermal Model that uses finite elements nodes to calculate transient heat transfer. In software, only material properties and boundary conditions were input while all specific variables of simulation were kept as default of software.
The meshing were created with at least 7500 nodes distributed over the model. The simulation was created with at least 3 interactions per second, and data was saved at each 5 second. All simulated data was extracted direct from the software, by selecting a point of interest and extracting the evolution of the temperature on that point.
All simulation were purely heat transfer by conductivity, without considering radiation (due low temperature diference between sample and environment) and convection (vacuum environment) heat transfer modes. In the used software, it was not possible to consider phase changing of material and so, absolut values of surface temperature after melting of material may not be correct, but should be close enough. This phase changing of material will be used as a temperature indicator.
As is the objective of this paper, the surface temperature will be an extrapolated value from simulation, based on what was designed to obtain a heating profile at thermocouple position.
Results and Discussion
Experimental measurements during plasma treatment
Experimental results are shown in Figure 2 , to the front (a) and back (c) positions, also it shows the temperature variation rate (measured and simulated) for front (b) and back (d) positions. Comparing Figures 2 (a), and (c) , it is possible to observe that the front position was more heated active species are able to diffuse during liquid phase, and promote reactions, increasing the heating of the sample at the moment. At the same time, Tagawa 27, 28 found that when polymers are exposed to atomic oxygen and UV light, the angle of incidence can increase the rate of interaction considerably. However, since the increase on the incident angle due the melt puddle of SA is minimal on experimental conditions, the effect of the presence of a liquid phase on SA is considerably more important to the heating.
After this peak at 293 K, the heating slow down to a plateau where then it is kept constant for approximately 1 minute, and then it starts to slowly decrease until the end of treatment. After a long exposure with the material on liquid phase (about 40 minutes), Mafra 13 and Bernardelli 12 observed a decrease on the sample temperature due to oxygen saturation of the molten puddle and structural changes on the treated material. It is worth to remember that in the present work the sample was immersed in the discharge, thus it is submitted to the impingement of charged species. These collisions can heat the sample and can produce chain scission, which also contributes to the occurrence of liquid phase.
In the back-side profile with onset 293K, between 2 and 10 minutes, there are lower variations on heating when compared with onset at 273 K, meaning that heating on sample surface should be increasing with time and temperature. Otherwise, the heating should decrease with time, as an ideal system should look like. However, after 10 minutes is observed an increase on the heating, resulting from the presence of liquid phase on the surface, which will be better understood from the visual analysis presented later.
At 313K there are no visible peaks of heating that could be related to the melting of the sample. However, individually analyzing experimental data from all samples at 313 K, there was a small peak of heating for each sample, but smaller, and at different times, which were masked by data averaging and it is the result of a more aggressive treating condition. As it will be seen later, it is again related to the beginning of the sample's melting. Between 3 and 5 minutes, on the front position, heating decreases rapidly, almost reaching 0 K/min at 5 minutes; this behavior was associated to the melting of the material around the thermocouple. After this point, the front position heats again, reaching a second maximum value at 9 minutes and only decreasing after that. On the back position, after the maximum value at 3 minutes, the system keep a constant heating until 6 minutes and it starts to decrease until the end of experiment.
An interesting observation about the simulation process relates to the generated heat to all samples. A main result obtained by the successive approximations to achieve the best fit is that any modification on the heating measured on the thermocouple, in this system, happened on the surface, between 40 seconds to 1 minute before the event. As an example, the heating peak at the front position with onset at 293 K, happened at 4 minutes and 20 seconds while on simulation, the generated heating peak had to happen at 3 minutes and 40 seconds on the surface to reproduce a peak at the thermocouple position. Thus, it is reasonable to say that, on this kind of system, there is a delay between the surface event and the response on the measuring system as it should happen on others systems that uses thermocouples under sample holder. Figure 3 shows the simulated temperature profiles of a selected point on the surface, located on the central axis of the sample to the front (3a) and back (3b) posiotions. In all cases, simulation shows that the temperature increases very quickly on surface when compared with the measured point (on the thermocouple). This high heating rate is a situation that is already known when treating organic molecules in oxygenated plasmas, as shown by Praveen et. al 29 on their work; even a short exposure to oxygen plasmas, of less than 1 minute, was enough to heat lignocellulosic natural coir fibers to a temperature where it degrades. On this study, the amount of power and oxygen concentration applied were considerably lower, and also, the TCS system provided an efficient way to heat the extraction of sample, lowering the material's reactivity with plasma and, then, making it possible to analyze the temperature curve.
Simulation on the surface
In all cases, the measured temperature on thermocouple takes more than 2 minutes to increase approximately 2 K, while the simulation shows that, on the surface, it takes 6 seconds (or less) to increase the same amount. This is obviously related to the fact that the only source of heating of this system is located at the surface (by the interaction plasma-sample), and the low thermal conductivity of both the crucible and the sample.
Absolute values of temperature variation at the end of simulation are 73, 77 and 74 K at the front, and 29, 38 and 41 K at the back for the onsets of 273, 293 and 313 K, respectively. Those values are much higher than the measured ones on the thermocouple, meaning that in treatments of organic materials in oxidative plasmas, a great attention need to be devoted to temperature measurements, to avoid undesirable reactions and/or misinterpretations of results. This high temperature is in accordance with the results found by Mafra 30 , where exothermal reactions between Ar-O 2 late afterglow were strong enough to heat the gas downstream. In the present work, where the sample is placed into the discharge, and, because of the energetic collisions that will take place, a more important heating is expected.
At the front position, all samples achieved on the surface, temperatures that are higher than the melting of SA. This occurred at 10 min and 40 sec to sample with onset at 273 K, 4 minutes for onset of 293 K and at 50 seconds to the onsets of 313 K. In respect to the derivate of those curves, it is visible that the higher it is the onset, the faster it increases its temperature with time, at least on the first minute of exposition.
It is also observable that the heating peak at the front position of the sample with onset at 293 K takes place right after its surface reaches the SA's melting temperature. One could relate this phenomenon with the melting of the sample surface, due to previous explanations that the reactivity of the material increases with the formation of the liquid phase. However, this condition only appears with the onset of 293 K, and under other conditions, it is believed that there was not a good balance of heat conduction and heat generation to create a visible heating peak. At 273 K, the melting only occurs after 10 minutes and, at that time, the heat generated is already well distributed through the sample and a heating peak was not well detected. At 313 K, the reactions were really fast and this creates a condition where the heat peak happened but changed considerably to each sample, and it was masked due to averaging between the other samples.
With the onset of 313 K and at the front position, there is a moment, at 3 minutes and 30 seconds, where the temperature of the surface decreases for a brief moment. It was stated that the decrease on the generated heat under this condition was related to the melting of the sample on a region close to the measuring point. In order to verify this, a point close to the interface between SA and PTFE was selected, right above the thermocouple position, and the temperature vs. time curve was simulated, as shown in Figure 4 . In accordance with the hypothesis, the temperature on this region was kept close to the melting temperature of SA during the entire time that the generated heat in this condition remained at its lowest plateau. Therefore, the latent heat of fusion is a very important variable to consider at simulation. However, due to software limitations, it was not possible to consider this variable. For this reason, the absolute temperature of the surface after melting must be measured with caution.
On the back position, the only condition that exceeds the M.T. line is the one with onset at 313 K at 2 minutes and 20 seconds. The increase on the heating of the onset at 293 K after 8 minutes, at a temperature considerably lower than the melting point, is not related to the phase transformation of the surface, with another source of heat being necessary to produce this phenomenon.
Validation of simulation 1 (visual analysis)
Samples from this topic were prepared only after the results of simulations had been completed. Thus, the results of this topic serve to validate the simulation related to with when and where melting of surface would occur. Figure 5 shows the results.
Starting with sample with onset at 273 K, after 10 minutes of treatment, a small puddle of molten material appear on the surface of the front position. Later on, this puddle only increases in size. This result is rigorously in accordance with Figure 3 (a) for the same onset. On the back position, no sign of melting appears on the surface, also in agreement with Figure 3 (b) for the same onset. It was also observable, that after 6 minutes of treatment, there is a weak yellowing of the surface (not so visible on the pictures due to light effects of the camera), that is a clear sign of chemical modifications of the organic compound due oxidation from plasma 31, 32 . Next, to samples with onset at 293 K, the first picture at 2 minutes do not show any sign of melting on the surface in accordance with Figures 3 (a) and (b) . However, at 4 minutes there is an already large puddle of melting material at the front position, while the back position is still solid, also in accordance with Figures 3 (a) and (b) . A sample was made with this same onset, but was removed from reactor at 3 minutes and there was a small puddle of molten material, similar to the one with onset at 273 K after 10 minutes of exposure. On simulation, melting would only occur at 3 minutes and 50 seconds, but it still close enough to be considered a valid result. Again, it is worth to say that physical-chemical phenomena, which will certainly happen, can also contribute to the appearance of the molten material.
Looking at the pictures in Figure 5 , with onset at 293 K, one could believe that after 6 minutes there was already molten material on the surface of the back position. However, after a close inspection on the surface, one could observe that the molten material is actually from the front position. This liquid material was dragged by the flow, covering the back position.
Using a schematic drawing, in Figure 6 , a clear explanation follows. Six different moments (named A to F) are identified. At moment A, the sample was still completely solid. At moment B, a small puddle of molten material appears on the surface of the front position as similar as what happens with onset at 273 K and 10 minutes, and at 293 K and 3 minutes. While the puddle grows in size and depth, on moment C, it starts to be pushed towards the back position, due to the gas flow, as can be seen at moment D, and at 293 K and 6-8 minutes.
Then, after this molten material reaches the back position, it covers it, just like what is seen at 293 K and 10 minutes. However, the simulation on the back position predicts that the surface at that time did not reached the melting temperature of the sample yet.
Looking at Figure 6 , the simulation results of the back position with onset at 293 K can be more clearly understood.
As shown at moment E, the molten material cover the back position, but without changing the previous state of the surface material considerably. This observation is particularly interesting, because the aforementioned physical-chemical reactions indeed are playing a role, and consequently, the molten material is no longer the initial SA, but the by-product of its degradation on the plasma, resulting in a liquid puddle at a temperature lower than the SA's melting point. When it occurs, this puddle becomes a source of heat to the surface, increasing the temperature measured.
After some time, the amount of molten material that flowed to the back becomes so large that it leaks out from the crucible, as represented in Figure 6 at moment F, as visible in Figure 5 with onset 293 K after 12 minutes, and onset at 313 K after 8 minutes.
Unfortunately, this pushing and leaking of material changes the heat profile of the system and the software used is not capable of predicting this kind of behavior. Therefore, once again, the absolute temperature of the surface after its melting must be taken into consideration due to this condition.
Finally, sample with onset at 313 K already shows a large puddle of molten material on the front position at 2 minutes. Looking to the size of the puddle and the previous conditions, it is possible to believe that it starts as a small puddle in 1 minute or less, in accordance with Figure 3 (a) , which shows that the melting would occur near 50 seconds of treatment. In addition, the back position do not show any sign of melting, in accordance with Figure 3 (b) . The simulation on the back position predicts that melting would occur at 3 minutes and 20 seconds. Due to the rapid growth of the front molten puddle, it is possible that the surface of the back position reaches the melting temperature close to the predicted time, while it is been covered by molten material from the front position.
In this case, of onset at 313 K, the back position shows that after 12 minutes, a great amount of material leaked out from the sample holder, greatly compromising the absolute value of temperature on the surface after melting values.
Another interesting point with onset at 313 K is that in the back position in Figure 6 (b), the temperature on the thermocouple was close from the M.T. line, while the surface should be molten, as predicted by Figure 3 (b) . After the removal of the sample holder from the reactor, after 12 minutes of treatment, visual inspection reveals that most part of the sample is molten, except for a small part on the back of the back position, which remained solid, also represented in Figure 6 at moment F for the same position.
Meister 33 worked with a very similar approach between simulation and experimental analysis, finding a good fit among his results. However, as in other works 8, 21 , those temperature values obtained on the treatments were considerably high (thousands of K) and variations of tens of degrees between simulation and experiment are usually acceptable. On most cases, these errors could be assigned to the measuring system itself.
On the other hand, in the present work, it was possible to achieve a higher accuracy on the results, allowing the prediction of when and where a phase-change transformation would occur by heating on sample surface (due interaction with plasma species), in a temperature range of less than 10 K. On an industrial level, when plasma treatment is applied in temperature-sensitive materials like food 7 , other organic materials 12, 13 , films deposition on surfaces 34, 35 or etching 2 , a good knowledge of the real surface temperature is very important for treatment control.
Therefore, the results obtained in this work showed how to approach, by simulation, a value of surface temperature on plasma treatments when the direct measurement of the sample's surface is not possible.
Validation of simulation 2 (second thermocouple)
A second approach to validate the simulation procedure was to insert a second thermocouple inside the SA sample. However, this condition brings several complications to the experiment. Firs, positioning of the thermocouple on SA must be done while at liquid state during sample preparation and, thus, it makes it very difficult to reproduce in each sample the exact position of the measurement tip. Even little displacements on the position of the tip lead to very different temperature profiles during treatments. Secondly, pasting the tip on an exactly position was not a possible approach because normal adhesives do not adhere efficiently to a PTFE sample holder. Thirdly and lastly, when SA melts around the thermocouple tip during plasma treatment, atomic oxygen that was dissolved on liquid SA found a surface to recombine, which released heat and makes the measurements after melting even less trustable.
Knowing that, the decision was to do the simulations based on a single sample that best reproduced the previous experiments. The results are visible in Figure 7 . The selection of onset at 273 K for this experiment is due a lower and more stable heating of the sample, which makes it easier to recreate on the simulation program. The positioning of the thermocouple tip was about 2 mm below the SA surface, which helps to avoid the melting of SA around the tip during experiment, while on the surface it melts.
SA is reached after 10 minutes of plasma exposure, similar of what was expected by the simulation. These results are in agreement with the visual aspect of the sample surface in Figure 5 for the same onset. However, even when the surface melts, some amount of SA remains solid around the thermocouple tip.
Conclusion
The simulation tool proposed here was able to successfully predict several conditions related to thermal phenomena occurring on the degradation process of an organic material by plasma. It was observed that organic compounds exposed to an oxidative plasma react in such a manner that produce several transformations in the material. Immersed in plasma, chemical and physical effects can plays important role on this heating, which is enough to melt the material in seconds of treatment, even when the temperature measurement was considerably different from the melting point. In addition, it was observed that when the sample reaches the liquid phase, it increases the heating by the enhancement of the interaction with the plasma. Even with the used software limited to solid state samples, it was possible to determine when the surface melting processes would occur on the material treated with good agreement to the observed transformation. Thus, the simulation presented here can be a valuable tool to basic understanding of reactions and transformations on the surface of organic materials in plasma treatments. Following the same route for experimental and simulation values, it was possible to verify that as expected, inside SA, the temperature rises faster than inside the sample holder, but follows a very similar pattern when compared to the one below it. At the surface, the melting temperature of the
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